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Maybe you’ve seen their huge 
“WS” signs scrawled on tlie pave­
ment in chalk. Maybe you’ve walked 
by their group meetings. Maybe 
someone in your dorm has been try­
ing to get you to gti to their meet­
ings. Whatever your situation, you’ve 
probably run across the ('ampus 
C'rusade tor (Christ at some'point in 
your college career. Out who are 
they?
The C\impus C'rusade tor Cdirist 
((XX?) organization is lead by a 
small group ot students called 
(?OKE. They are. in alphabetical 
order, Arijaan Hulk, Kristy C?amozzi, 
Josh Dean. Hill Krehbiel, Lauren 
Meyer, Kristen Potter and Adam 
Wright.
“There is no real hierarchy with­
in C?()ILE as tar as titles go,” said 
Wright, a business administration 
senior. “(We) all are equal, with 
many of the same roles and respon­
sibilities.” He emcees the weekly 
“WS” meetings every Wednesd.iy at 
S p.m. in (?humash Auditorium.
Bulk, a liberal studies senior, 
echoed that statement. “I don't feel 
like the students on the C?OKE 
team h.ive otEicial titles,” Bulk said. 
“We all labor together for the same 
cause!”
As for the process of choosing the 
CHOICE students. Meyer said that 
there is “no formula ... I think the 
ciimmon thread that ties together all 
of the (?OKE leaders is a huge heart 
for (?al Poly students and a similar 
idea of how to serve them and lead 
the movement of C'.ampus C?rusade, ” 
said Meyer, a biological sciences 
senior. “The current ('X)kE leaders 
are students that understand and 
own what C'.ampus (?rusade for 
(?hrist is all about.”
C'('C?’s Web site said that it exists 
“to give every student at (!al Poly 
and C?uesta the opportunity to hear 
the good news about Jesus C?hrist,” 
but each C'OKE member has his or 
her own interpretation of the mis­
sion statement.
Wright said that (?('X? is a world­
wide, interdenominational Cdiristian
see C'.rusade, page 2
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When construction on the beach volleyball courts is complete at the beginning of winter quarter, the 
revamped area will feature a shaded picnic area, outdoor showers and an area for a portable barbecue.
Rec Center overlooks 
cem ent beach next-door
Josh Krane
MUSTANO DAILY
A new poolside recreation area will open on campus 
the beginning of winter quarter.
The parcel, located at the C'.al Poly Kec ('.enter pool, 
will feature a shaded picnic area, outdoor showers and 
a sp.ice for a portable barbecue. A construction team 
recently tore down the pool area’s east wall to incorpo­
rate the beach volleyball courts into the location.
(Construction began last month and will cost 
SI
The new location will create a lounge space for stu­
dents and provide campus clubs with a venue to hold 
events, said Kon Skamfer, Associated Students Inc. asso­
ciate director of recreational sports. Lie said the parcel 
also gives the pool a more casual and recreational feel.
“I’m ver\’ e.xcited. It’s an improvement to the facili­
ty that has a direct benefit ti> students. When it’s done, 
people will see it’s a wise improvement. It combines 
two spaces that seemed like separate ficilities into one 
space,” said Skamfer, who overs.iw the project.
Industrial technolog\’ senior Vince I )ito, who sw am 
at the pool MoiuLiy, said the new recreation area should 
draw more students to the pool.
see Courts, page 2
Study: Job 
market growth 
continues for 
class o f2007
Sarah Peeden
CAVAlltR DAILY (U. VIK(.INIA)
CHAkL(')TTESVILLE,Va. — A 
newly released study on employ­
ment trends shows the job market 
continuing to expand for 2007 
graduates.
File report, released by the 
Collegiate Employment Research 
Institute at Michigan State 
University, includes data compiled 
from S64 companies.
The data indicates a definite 
increase in hiring by employers. 
CERI Research Director Philip 
Cianlner explained.
“We’re expecting about ,S per­
cent on top of last year’s market,“ 
('lardiier said. “ It’s a continued 
expansion but at a slower rate.”
(¡ardner said he attributes the 
increase m hiring to a rise in retire­
ment of people in managerial roles.
“The positive thing that’s going 
on is that a number of primarily 
large companies are aggressively 
hiring people to fill training posi­
tions to replace middle and upper 
managers that are going to be retir­
ing in the next five years,” he said. 
“Some (companies) have 4(> to (»0 
percent eligible to retire and 
they’ve got to find people to fill 
those positions.”
According to Cardner, there is 
still high demand for more general 
liberal arts iiujors, but “profession­
al nnijors” are currently desired.
“ In preparation for retirement, 
(companies) are looking at business 
and engineering for these manage­
ment training positions,” he said.
Form er engineering professor passes away
Liza Manion
.ML'SIANC DAIIY
R.iy Allen, husband, father and 
former Cal Poly pnifessor, passed 
aw.iy last Thursd.iy of natural causes. 
1 le was ‘XI years old.
Allen w.is born Aug. I(>, I'llb, in 
( ¡L’sserville, ( ?alif, and died Nov. 3( I 
in Atascadero.
1 le is survived by his w ife, Gail 
Blodgett-Allen; two sons, ('„irl and 
Barry Allen; and three daughters, 
Suzi, Mary aiul Nanette.
Allen grew up in Summerlaiul,
(?alif, and attended Santa Barbara 
State Teacher’s (College where he 
received his Master of Arts.
Before he taught at (?al Poly, 
Allen served as a teacher in the 
N .ivt and then as a firefighter in 
Summerlanil. I le .ilso spent time in 
the Air Force during World War II 
,ind worked on a “clean-up” crew 
by going through European villages 
to feed, clothe and prinide shelter 
to those in need.
Allen .ilso owned a weltling shop 
from his home in Summerland, 
w here he created ornament.il weld­
ing ilesigns in his 30’s, Bloi Igett- 
Allen s.iid.
Allen began te.iching in the (?al 
Poly Engineering Technologx’ 
Department in PLS.S, and retired in 
PW). The engineering technologv’ 
department Llisb.indeil shortly after 
he left.
He and his wife met in P>7!S 
w hile she was a student. 7 hey were 
married for 2(> years and lived in 
At.iscadero, where Allen built their 
home.
In IPPS, Cal Poly sent him to 
see Allen, page 2
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Former engineering technology pro- 
fe.ssor Ray Allen, pictured as a pro­
fessor at Poly (left) and at 90 years 
old (right), died Nov. .10,
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“It’s cool.You can just chill out in your bathing suit and 
barbecue, play volleyball and just hang around in the 
pool,” he said.
C'anipus sororities, traternities, clubs and college coun­
cils had major input into the construction of the location, 
lirandoti Souza, chair of the University Union Advisory 
Hoard, said all campus parties agreed that the parcel would 
create a needed space for campus groups to hold events.
“As clubs and the students population grow, clubs have 
nowhere to go. ASl felt it was important to provide clubs 
with programmable space,” Souza said.
The parcel serves as an interim project while ASI 
explores expanding the current Kec Ck'nter, Souza said. 
The group is in the preliminary stages of researching the 
cost and feasibility of such a project.
Souza said the Kec C'enter, built in 1W3, is no longer 
able to service the growing university student population. 
He added that Kec CY*nter employees often must serve as 
bouncers to limit the number of people in the weight 
room.
“It’s gotten to the point of being ridiculous when stu­
dents are waiting for machines and can’t do their workout. 
ASI’s focus is to keep students happy and make sure they 
get the most out of their college experience. That’s why 
we’re looking into the Kec CYmter expansion,” Souza said.
Crusade
continued from page 1 
ministry committed to showing 
people how they can know’ and 
experience God’s plan for their lives.
Potter, a social sciences junior, 
called C.C.C. an international organi­
zation and said its “hope on the big 
scale IS to provide every college stu­
dent in the world the opportunity to 
have a place to explore the truth 
about faith. ... (She hopes on a local 
level) that each student at Cal Poly 
and Cuesta would have the oppor­
tunity to come in contact with 
another student who is experiencing 
a genuine, active relationship with 
Jesus and that each student would 
have that same opportunity to know 
him.”
Potter ortered more insight into 
CC'iKL’s mission. “The heart 
behind CX')KE is that we would be 
the ones to stand back and really 
take into consideration how CX'C. 
here can best live out our desire to 
love (iod and love others well. We 
so desire for our movement to be a 
place where anyone who steps 
through our doors feels cared for 
and led to a place where they can be 
real about who God is in their 
lives.
Krehbiel, a mechanical engineer­
ing student, said that expectedly, 
reactions to CXX' vary quite drasti­
cally.
"Unfortunately,” Potter said, "I
think that C'anipus Ousade for 
Cdirist can be misunderstood. ... 1 
hope that we would be seen more 
and more as a bunch of people who 
really desire to serve and love at C'al 
Poly out of our genuine commit­
ment to God.”
Other CX')KE leaders said that in 
general, the students reacted well to 
eXX^’s presence on campus.
“From my experience, students 
generally react positively to CXXVs 
presence on campus,” Bulk said. 
“Based on the conversations 1 have 
had, students on campus typically are 
open to talking about spiritual 
things, which is awesome.”
“As flir as reactions to CX'C go. 
I’m sure w'e’ve got the whole gamut, 
varying from person to person,” 
Wright said. “1 know of no other 
name that brings more controversy 
and rouses more feelings and opin­
ions than the name of Jesus. ... but I 
do hope that while we can’t control 
how others react, we can control 
what they react to. More than any­
thing, I hope that we can be a better 
representation of C'hrist’s love here 
on campus.”
When asked what they hoped 
eXX' would accomplish on campus, 
each C'OKE leader had a slightly 
ditVerent answ'er.
“I hope that people will be aft'ect- 
ed not so much by C'anipus 
Ousade, but by Cdirist,” said Dean, a 
computer science senior. “It’s my 
prayer that we truly would be the
hands and feet of God. That we 
would leave a legacy of love and ser­
vice. We have definitely failed at 
times, which is a bummer.”
The other CX')KE leaders’ 
answers seemed to follow that gen­
eral line of thought.
“My hope is that, more than any 
fun event that we have, or even a 
weekly meeting where C'humash is 
packed to the brim, that CCC' 
would represent Jesus well,” Potter 
said.
Wright hopes “that CX'C affects 
people on campus by loving them 
the best way we know how, by 
introducing them to Jesus Christ and 
then sharing with them how they 
can have a personal relationship with 
Jesus and experience Ciod’s plan for 
their lives.”
eXX' holds weekly meetings 
(called “WH” meetings) every 
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in CXuimash 
Auditorium. Bulk wanted to point 
out to prospective members that 
there are also ministry teams and 
weekly Bible studies in every dorm 
and off campus. Potter said it is pos­
sible to join these Bible studies at 
any point during the school year.
“CXmie check out a weekly meet­
ing anytime.” Bulk said.“It is a non- 
confrontational opportunity to 
check out what it looks like to have 
a personal relationship with Jesus 
C'hrist. We would love for you to 
come and know that you will be 
welcomed regardless of your beliefs 
or your past.”
^terlngUnllmited.Com
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Zanzibar in East Africa for one year, 
where he set up a trade school in 
Tinzania. Being a millwright, he 
taught students how to set up 
machinery.
He also loved woodworking and 
won numerous blue ribbons at the 
Mid-State Fair where he turned a 
knot of wood into a picture frame or 
animal, Blodgett-Allen said.
Allen also loved photography, and 
continued this into his retirement.
“He was a superb photographer,” 
Mark Cooper, a Cal Poly industrial 
and manufacturing engineering pro­
fessor said, who raved about his artis­
tic ability.
1 )uring his retirement, Allen also 
loved to spend time in the country, 
work in his wood shop and visit 
friends.
Cooper met Allen in the 1960s as 
a student and came back to teach 
alongside him in 1978.
“He was there for me through 
thick and thin,” CXoper said.
He emphasized Allen’s popularity 
and counseling abilities with stu­
dents.
“I was very impressed with his 
caring attitude toward students.”
Allen touched the lives of thou­
sands of students, CXioper said.
“We’ve done lots of things 
together to help students.”
Cooper became close friends 
with Allen over the years, and 
described him as “easy-going, quick 
to laugh, and a good storyteller.”
The last five years were particular­
ly tough for Allen while battling 
Alzheimer’s Disease, Cooper said, 
when he often visited him.
Allen did not always recognize 
(Xioper right away, “but he always 
remembered who 1 was in the end,” 
he said.
Cooper was able to be at his bed­
side when he passed, after battling 
the disease for several years.
“He went through a long time of 
suffering, and now he’s saved from 
that,” (x)oper said.
Even with his illness, he was very 
helpful and congenial, Blodgett- 
Allen said.
“He loved company even if he 
didn’t know who you were,” she 
said.
Although Alzheimer’s dementia 
can sometimes lead to anger accord­
ing to Blodgett-Allen, this was not 
true for Allen.
“He was sweet to the very end,” 
she said.
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“Yeah, like five years “I guess it would be a “I think that politicians “Yeah, I don’t know “I think we’ve been
ago. Bush says he wants good idea, but you can’t shouldn’t be in control of why we got into the war there too long. I’m a
to help Iraq, but they make the wrong decision the military because they in the first place and Republican, but I don’t
want to fix their own for the people over often follow their own we’re not making any think we need that many
problems.” there.” personal agendas and it’s 
not in the best interest of 
the troops.”
progress.” troops over there.”
-Aslilee Henson -Michael Ku{i^ evich -Tyson Fettnern -Lydia Royer -David Boeck
psychology aerospace en i^neerit\^ civil engineering nutrition electrical en^ ineerinj^
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American arrested in Egypt 
for allegedly plotting attacks
Nadia Abou EI-Magd
ASSOCIATH) I'KfcSS
C'AIRO, Egypt — Police have 
arrested an American, 1 1 
Europeans and several others from 
Arab countries for allegedly plot­
ting terrorist attacks in Middle 
Eastern countries including Iraq, 
the Interior Ministry said Monday.
The group was part of an Islamic 
militant terror cell that had adopt­
ed extremist ideas and were living 
in Egypt under the guise of study­
ing Arabic and Islamic studies, the 
ministry said in a statement.
Along with the American, police 
arrested two Belgians, nine French 
and several others from Egypt and 
other Arab countries including 
Tunisia and Syria, the statement 
said.
The ministry did not provide 
names or say how many Egyptians 
and Arabs were arrested.
“ Investigations have confirmed 
that those elements are related to 
some terrorist organi/Stions 
abroad,” the ministry said. “They 
were seeking to recruit others, 
teach them destructive beliefs, urg­
ing them for jihad, traveling to Iraq 
to carry out operations via other 
countries in the region.”
I he U.S. Embassy in C^liro 
declined to comment about the 
arrests. Telephone messages left 
with the Belgium and French 
embassies were not immediately 
returned.
They were arrested about a week 
ago, and some had been studying at 
Al-Azhar University, Sunni Islam’s 
most important seat of learning, 
police otticials said. They spoke on 
condition on anonymity because 
they were not authorized to talk to
the media. It was not immediately 
clear if all the arrests took place in 
('airo.
All of the arrested were in jail 
pending further investigation, the 
ministry said.
Egypt has witnessed a string of 
suicide terror attacks in recent 
years at Sinai Peninsula tourist 
resorts.
Last week, an Egyptian state 
security court condemned to death 
three Islamic militants convicted of 
taking part in suicide attacks that 
killed 34 people in 2004 in the 
Sinai resort of town ofTaba.
The three belonged to the mili­
tant group Tawhid and Jihad, which 
Egyptian security officials and 
prosecutors accuse of carrying out 
two other bombings against Sinai
resorts that killed another 87 peo­
ple — Sharm el-Sheik in July 2005 
and Oahab in April.
In February, three British 
Muslims were released from an 
Egyptian prison after spending 
nearly three years in custody for 
allegedly belonging to a banned 
Islamic group. The three accused 
Egyptian authorities of torturing 
them during their captivity, but the 
government denied the allegations.
Egypt operates under emergency 
laws, which gives the government 
wide pow'ers to detain suspects 
without charging them. The laws 
have been in place since the assassi­
nation of President Anwar Sadat in 
1081 despite a growing chorus of 
opposition from both inside and 
outside the country.
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Bush teUs Shiite leader he’s not satisfied with eflForts to stop violence
Terence Hunt
ASSOl lAII I) 1’K.ISS
WASHINGTON —
I'resident Bush told an 
Iraqi power broker on 
Monday that the 
United States was not 
satisfied with the 
progress of efforts to 
stop the sharp escalation 
of violence in Iraq.
Bush met at the 
White House with 
Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim, 
the Shiite leader of the 
largest bloc in Iraq’s par­
liament.
Al-Hakini said that 
he “vehemently” oppos­
es any regional or inter­
national effort to solve 
Iraq’s problems that goes 
around the unity gov­
ernment in Baghdad. PABLO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS AS.srx:iATKn PRF.ss
Iraq should be in a President Bush looks at Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim, an Iraqi Shiite leader, left, in the 
position to solve Iraqs Oval Office of the White House in Washington, Dec. 4, 2006. 
problems,” al-Hakim
“We talked about the need to give Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice,said.
The president said he spoke with 
al-Hakim for more than an hour and 
said they had a “very constructive 
conversation.”
“I assured him that the U.S. sup­
ports his work and the work of the 
prune minister to unify the country,” 
Bush said, referring to Iraqi Prime 
Minister Nouri al-Maliki.
“Part of unifying Iraq is for the 
elected leaders and society leaders to 
reject the extremists that are trying to 
stop the advance of this young 
democracy,” Bush said.
the government Iraq more capability 
as soon as possible so the elected gov­
ernment of Iraq can do that which 
the Iraqi people want to secure their 
country from extremists and murder­
ers.” Bush said. “I told his eminence 
that 1 was proud of the courage of the 
Iraqi people. I told him that we’re not 
satisfied with the pace of progress in 
Iraq. And that we want to continue to 
work w'lth the sovereign government 
of Iraq.”
Al-Hakim. after what he called a 
“very clear” meeting earlier with
told reporters in Arabic that “we have 
.isked for the American forces to st.ay 
in Iraq” to enable Iraqi security to 
deal with terrorists.
Monday’s developments came 
amid an atmosphere of rising expec­
tations about a new U.S. policy in 
Iraq and an acknowledgment by 
Bush’s national security adviser that 
Bush accepts that a new appmach is 
warranted.
National security adviser Stephen 
Hadley said Sunday that while Bush 
recognizes something different needs
to be done, the president won’t use 
the recommendations due this week 
from the Iraq Study Ciroup as politi­
cal cover for bringing troops home.
“We have not failed in Iraq.” 
Hadley said as he made the talk show 
rounds Sunday.“We will fail in Iraq if 
we pull out our troops before we’re 
in a position to help the Iraqis suc­
ceed.”
He added: “The president under­
stands that we need to have a w.ay 
forward in Iraq that is more success­
ful.”
But, with the leak of another insid­
er’s secret memo, the second in a 
week, the administration found itself 
on the defensive.
The latest showed that Donald H. 
Rumsfeld called for a “major adjust­
ment” in U.S. tactics on Nov. 6 — the 
day before an election that cost 
Republicans the Congress and 
Rumsfeld his job as defense secretary.
Hadley played down the memo as 
a laundry list of ideas rather than a 
call for a new course of action.
He said that Bush — just before a 
pivotal election — was not portray­
ing a different sense of the war to the 
public than his own defense secretary 
was giving him in private.
The president “has said publicly 
what Rumsfeld said, that things are 
not proceeding well enough or fast 
enough in Iraq,” Hadley said.
1 )emocrats did not buy that.
“The Rumsfeld memo makes it 
quite clear that one of the greatest 
concerns is the political fallout from 
changing course here in the United 
States,” said Sen. Joseph Biden, D-
Del., the incoming chairman of the 
Senate Foreign Relations 
C'omniittee. “The bottom line is 
there is no one, including the former 
secretary, who thought the policy the 
president continues to pursue makes 
any sense.”
Rep. John Murtha, D-Ba., said the 
Rumsfeld memo was an example of 
how the administration has been 
“mischaracterizing and misstating this 
war.” He said the Iraq conflict had 
devolved into a civil war. “There’s 
two factions fighting for supremacy 
inside Iraq and our troops are caught 
in between,” Murtha said on NBC’s 
“Today” show. As incoming chair­
man of the House Defense 
Appropriations subcommittee, 
Murtha said he would put pressure 
on the administration to redeploy 
U.S. troops there.
Bush has nominated Robert Gates 
to replace Rumsfeld. His confirma­
tion hearing before the Senate 
Armed Services Committee is today.
As pressure builds for a new strate­
gy, the report from the Iraq Study 
Gasup increasingly is viewed as per­
haps clearing the way for a U.S. exit 
strategy in Iraq. Hadley, though, said 
the review will be just one factor the 
White House considers.
After a meeting last week in 
Jordan, Bush expressed confidence 
that Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri .al- 
Maliki and his government can lead 
the country toward peace with sup­
port from the United States.
Yet Hadley found himself defend­
ing his own memo that called that 
very point into question.
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Firefighters use aircraft 
to fight Southern 
C alifornia wildfire as 
w inds decrease
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Residents at the north end of Valley Road in Moorpark, Calif., scurry 
to secure belongings as flames approach a home Sunday, Dec. 3, 2006.
Christina Alniedia
ASSÍH lAIM) IMAISS
MOOKI'AkK, C:alif. — With 
winds decreasing slightly, firefighters 
launcheil an aerial attack Monday 
against a ferocious wildfire that 
destnwed five homes and threatened 
hundreils more in the hilly outskirts 
of this Southern C^difornia hedn)om 
community.
Si.\ air tankers and nine heli- 
ctipters took otf shortly after ilawn to 
begin dropping water aiul fire retar­
dant on the stubborn blaze, which 
was raging out of control on the 
edge of luxury hillside estates and 
llatland citrus orchards in the area ,SU 
miles mirthwest of Los Angeles.
“Toilay is going to be a good day 
for an aerial assault. The winds have 
slowed down a bit. we’re expecting 
to hit it hard from the air and frtim 
the ground," Ventura (aninty fift' 
C'apt. liarry Parker said.
No serious injuries were reported 
from the fire, which began early 
Sunday.
The area’s dry Santa Ana winds, 
which gusted up to 60 mph 
overnight, had decreased to 20 to 40 
mph but were still blowing in erratic 
and unpredictable patterns. That, 
coupled with low humidity and 
temperatures in the 70s, was making 
the fire difficult to fight, Parker said.
The National Weather Service 
issued a warning of extreme tire dan­
ger because t>f high wiiul and dry 
conditions.
The tire burned at least 0,700 
acri's, or l.S sijuare miles, authorities 
said. It gutted a warehouse and five 
homes and damaized five other hous.-
es.
Tdrefighters rushed to battle 
another, much smaller brush tire that 
bmke out 00 miles aw.iy, near a 
neighborhood of homes in Fontana. 
The blaze began Mond.iy morning 
in almost the same spot .is one that 
started Nov. 6 near the Sierra Lakes 
(iolf Ciourse and lilackened more 
than 6(K) acres.
Monday’s tire was close to dtizens 
of homes, but the dwellings were not 
in immediate danger, San 
Bernardino (aninty tire officials said.
The Moorpark tire began about 
2:.V> a.m. Sund.iy at two separate 
points near an egg packaging ware­
house in this one-time farm town. 
The cause was under investigation.
About 1.000 firefighters battled 
the flames' overnight, setting back­
fires to bring the two separate blazes 
together in an effort to better tight 
them, Parker said.
Their main concern Monday w’as 
keeping the fire boxed in a canyon 
area just north of Flighway 1 IS. If it 
jumps the highw'ay, Parker said, it 
could burn down the canyon, over a 
ridge and into a neighborhood of 
homes in the nearby town of 
Fillmore.
About 100 homes w'ere still 
threatened Monday, and the 
Moorpark Unified School District 
was closed for the day.
Some residents st.iyed put despite 
nearby flames up to .i.S-feet high. In 
one neighborhood, the tire came 
w ithin loo yards of homes.
Arturo 1 luerta, SS. stationed him­
self on the family’s lumie with hose 
in hand and watched for burning 
A'jnbejs.'.'l'iii kiiula nervous.’’ he viuL-
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Briefs
State
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
M,iyor Antonio Villaraigosa on 
Monday appointed the first black 
to lead the city’s Fire 
Department, moving to stabilize 
an agency plagued by complaints 
of discrimination and rampant 
hazing.
Douglas L. Barry, a .^1-year 
veteran of the department, will 
serve as interim chief until the 
mayor selects a permanent 
replacement for Cihief William 
Bamattre, who announced his
retirement Friday.
• • •
SANTA BARBARA (AP)
— In an effort to stem the num­
ber of students expelled, school 
district officials are discussing 
possibly loosening rules for drug 
offenses.
Michael (Tonzalez, the dis­
trict’s tlirector of compliance 
who handles expulsions, recom­
mended students be expelled 
after three drug- or alcohol-relat­
ed offenses on campus rather
than the current two.
• • •
SANTA ROSA (AP) —
Two suspects have been arrested 
in a triple shooting that killed a 
32-year-old father who police 
said was trying to defend a 
woman from being harassed.
Paul Whiterock, 26, and Joseph 
Lopez.jr., IH.both of Santa Kosa, 
were arrested SuiuLiy on suspi­
cion of murder, hours after 
Matthew' Allen Ibste, 32, of Santa 
Kosa was shot to sleath at a p.irk- 
ing garage across the street from a 
nightclub, police said.
Foste and two women were 
walking to the club after a com­
pany (diristm.is party when at 
least five men, including the sus­
pects, began harassing one of the 
women, Toste’s cousin, said Santa 
Kt)sa police Sgt. Lisa Ban,iyat.
National
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
— Utah lawmakers gathered in 
a special session Monday to 
consider a map that creates a 
fourth congressional seat and 
would require new elections in 
all districts it Congress agrees to 
expand the size of the House.
The new district would be 
part of a compromise that 
would also grant the District of 
Columbia a voting member in 
the House. Nothing will hap­
pen, however, unless Ciongress 
passes a bill and President Bush 
makes it law.
• • •
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Supreme Court on 
Monday wrestled with volun­
tary integration plans in public 
schools, asking whether Seattle’s 
“(')pen Cdioice” program is an 
acceptable move toward student 
diversity or another name for 
illegal racial quotas. At the start 
of two hours of argument, the 
justices referred repeatedly to a 
2003 Supreme C'ourt ruling 
that permitted the limited con­
sideration of race to attain a 
diverse student body on the 
college level.
• • •
HOUSTON (AP) — A
truck driver was convicted 
Mtmday for his role in the 
nation's deadliest human smug­
gling attempt, in which I‘> ille­
gal immigrants died from dehy­
dration, overheating and suffo­
cation inside a sweltering trac- 
ttn-trailer.
1 he trial’s punishment phase 
was set to begin on Wednesday 
and was expected to last about a 
week. Jurors will decide 
whether the driver, Tyrone 
Williams, should be sentenced 
to death or life in prison.
International
LONDON (AP) — Prime 
Minister Tony ITlair laid out plans 
Monday for a new multibillion- 
dollar submarine-based nuclear 
arsenal, warning lawmakers the 
future may hold perilous threats 
from rogue regimes and state- 
sponsored terrorists.
In what is expected to be 
among his last major acts as pre­
mier, Blair told the T4ouse of 
C.ommons that despite the end 
of the C'old War, potential threats 
were posed by North Korea, Iran 
and others.
“ In these circumstances, it 
would be unwise and dangerous 
for Britain alone of any of the 
nuclear powers to give up its 
independent nuclear deterrent," 
he said.
• • •
CARACAS, Venezuela 
(AP) — Emboldened by a 
resounding re-election, President 
Hugo Cdi.ivez pledged to shake 
up Venezuela with a more radical 
version of socialism and forge a 
wider front against the United 
States in Latin America.
Opposition contender Manuel 
Kosales accepted defeat Sund.iy 
night, but promised to continue 
countering a le.ider whom he 
accuses of becoming increasingly 
authoritarian.
• • •
SUVA, Fiji (AP) — Troops 
loyal to a defiant commander 
disarmed Fiji's police force 
Monday, escalating the South 
Pacifu nation's political crisis but 
stopping short of unseating the 
elected government.
Troops in about six trucks 
went to the compound of the 
police tactical response unit out­
side the capiuil and drove otf 
with its automatic rifles and 
ammunition after talking with 
officers.
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Sierras set backdrop for co m ìn g-o fo ^  tale
Kelly Cope
MUSI ANi. DAIIY
C\il I’oly journalism lecturer 
Marvin Sosna’s new book 
“Brandon’s Trail” is not only a story 
about a young boy’s coming-ot-age, 
but a wonderfully beautiful descrip­
tion of the Sierra Nevada mountain 
range as well.
The story focuses on Kt-year-old 
Brandon, whose parents proposed a 
212 mile trek into the Sierras 
along the John Muir frail. Me is 
skeptical at fust, wtiiuleriiig how 
his 3-year-old sister Samantha 
\vt)uld maii.ige it.
But, .IS the plot unfolds, Brandon 
begins to uiulerstand that this was a 
lournev me.mt to be shared w ith his 
family, regardless of how thev fin­
ished it. or even w hether the\- fin­
ished it, and it would bring them 
closer in the end. Having hiked sev­
eral years of his life already, and most 
of them in the Sierras themselves, he 
relies on his perseverance to get him 
through the hard parts of the trail, 
and even teaches .Samantha the ways 
of the trail along the way.
The book is written from 
Brandon’s perspective, complete 
w ith his jcHirnal entries interspersed 
thrt)ughout the chapters. In them, 
he writes about meadows, rocks, 
creeks and anything else he comes 
across t)ii the day’s hike.
fins is where the beauty of the 
Sierras comes in. Although the sen­
tence structure is typical of a Kl- 
year-old. the descriptions are crys­
tal-clear; the details alUns the reader 
to easily picture a rushing creek full 
from the spring runoff of melting
smnv or a landscape of rocks and 
boulders reminiscent of the moon’s 
surface.
The reader gets a sense that 
although Brandon’s waiting style is 
typical of a young boy, his high 
intelligence is not. He describes 
navigating maps in ways that only a 
person with many years of e.xperi- 
ence in hiking would know—a per­
son far beyond his ten years.
By the end of the book, the grip­
ing, w'hmy little boy is replaced by a 
more mature, proud young man 
who walks a little taller. His parents 
were right; this was a story—a 
"saga,” as his father called it—that 
he could tell his children somed.iy, 
just like his father told him about 
his epic hikes in the Sierras.
Brandon’s ctintentmeiu is per­
haps the most striking aspect of this
book.Today’s young boys are gem- 
erally happiest when sitting in 
front of the television with a video 
game controller in their hand, con­
tent to waste hours upon hours 
with their eyes glued to the screen.
However, 13randon, after initial­
ly hating the idea of hiking 212 
miles, is eventually perfectly happy 
to be putting one foot in front of 
the other out in the wilderness, 
enjoying his lungs filling with air. 
It could be e.xpected of a boy who 
has spent a lot of time hiking, but 
nonetheless, it is refreshing.
This book is available at El 
Cwirral Bookstore, and is recom­
mended to any nature buffs who 
are itching for a glimpse of the 
beauty of the Sierra Nevada 
mountain range from a rare per­
spective.
Ì V
(ocRii sv moio
Journalism lecturer Marvin Sosna 
recently published his book 
“Brandons Trail.”
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MOST CAL POLY STUDENTS DRINK UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING 
message brought to you by Cal Poly students based on a survey of Cal Poly students
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From to calculus to concerts, returning to SLO
Kathrene Tiffin
M u s i a n c  daiiy
C^ il Poly graduate Michael Kelleher has taken his math 
degree to a whole new level. After a lO-year-long banking 
career, Kelleher is now touring the nation with his band 
(Tilanns Hounds.
The group of friends started the band in 2000 after the loss 
of Kelleher s first daughter to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. 
Kelleher said he and his wife sat around a lot and listened and 
played music with some of their friends. “It turned into some­
thing cool,” he said.
The members all live in San Francisco and have toured in 
New York and Boston, but inostly stay on the West Coast.
With a reputation as the West C'oasts best traditional Irish 
ensemble, they describe themselves as having a top-flight album 
with precision playing and innovative arrangements.
rheir Irish sounds, which have been influenced by rock, 
country; and punk, are included on both of their albums — 
“Cailann’s Hounds” and their 2006 release, “Year of the Dog.” 
T heir sound includes acoustic guitar, fiddle, accordion, drum, 
bass and vocals.
Keviewers have called their new album tremendous and 
breathtaking.
Culanns Hounds has five members, but only four will be 
playing tonight.
The band is also currently working with a MySpace group 
called The Royalties Group to help raise money for charities. 
One of their singles, that did not make it to “Year of the I >og," 
is being released and all proceeds will be given to charity.
Kelleher. who graduated in PAX», won the International 
Mathematical C'.ontest in Modeling two years in a rov\- and is 
excited to come back to San Luis Obispo to see the changes and 
even meet with some of his professors and friends, he said.
“I think we have a very wide breadth of appeal. We appeal to 
older ladies, kids and punk rockers.” Kelleher said. “We thrill 
them, all of them, we put on a good show.”
Culanns Hounds will pkiy tonight at Frog and Peach Pub 
beginning around P p.m. Admission is S.S.
* ( oi Riisv molo
C.ulann’s Hounds includes band member Michael Kelleher who graduated from ('.al Poly with a mathematics degree in 1990.
Unnecessary sequel isn’t wilder, just more terrible
Brad Boron & .Mollie Levison
I HI D M I V  I  ' X K D I N M  (U .  Vt I V  i > N S I \ ;
The one thing that can be said for 
“Van Wi'ilder 2; I he Rise of I.ij” is 
that It .inswers the (.|uestion: C\>uld 
there be a Ryan ReynoKIs seipiel so 
bad that even Reviu>lds himself 
could not stand to be in it?
The star of such cinematic 
achievements as “Just Friends" and 
“Big Monster on C?ampus" declined 
to reprise his n>le in the sequel to 
his most famous and popular movie 
despite the fact that it still bears his 
character’s name. In his stead is the 
usually reliable Kal Penn, but even 
he gets sucked down into the abyss 
that is this film.
Penn pl.iys laj, former second 
banana to Reynolds’ V'an. now 
studying abroad at a posh F’nglish 
university.Tlunigh he is supposed to 
be in the most elite house on cam­
pus, the group of snobs that occupy 
the htnise, led by Pipp Fverett 
(Daniel Percival), force him to move 
to a deteriorating shack housing a 
group of misfits.
He also comes across Cdiarlotte 
(Lauren (?ohan), his sexy boss, who 
also happens to be Pipp's girlfriend. 
O f course, Fa| takes the misfits 
under his wing and competes 
against the snobs in a showdown tor 
the title of the best house on cam­
pus.
Much of the humor of the film is 
predicated on the idea that people 
speaking in non-American accents 
saying dirty things is funny. In reali­
ty. what happens is that the charac­
ters all seem like vulgar rejects from 
a “My Fair Lady” cast.
Even Penn, who broke ethnic
barriers by not gning in 
to stereotypes in 
"ILirold and
Kumar Go to 
W'hite Gastle." gets 
lost and loses a lot t»f 
humor hiding
behind his fake Indian accent.
1 lelming this cinematic voyage of 
the damned is director Mort 
Nathan, whose only other directing 
credit to date is the abysmal “Boat 
Trip.” His camera direction is so 
poor that there are moments in the 
film when the audience fears the 
characters nuy hit their heads on 
the top of the frame.
It is admirable, however, that he 
and screenwriter David Drew 
Gallagher found so many syn­
onyms ftir female anatomy and, 
yet, so few were actu.illy funny.
Mostly, the issue with “'Taj’’ is that 
the film itself refuses to respect its 
viewers. There is gtioil raunchy 
humor out there, but all of those
(lU Riisv molo
‘Van Wilder2; The Rise of Taj,” stars cinematic achievements such as “Just Friend.s” and “Big Mon.ster on C'.ampus.”
one with an Indian accent utter the 
words “pink taco” that it forgets to 
do that.
“ T he Rise of la j” goes where sis 
many others have gone before, but 
not nearlv as well as anv of them.
films make its audience sympathize Somewhere. Ryan Res nolds is 
with the characters. “Van Wilder ” watching this film and thanking his 
even did this to a certain extent, hickv stars that he got out of this 
But “Taj” is just so obsessed'with one. Now if only he could get his 
such jokc} as portr.iying Irish peo- character’s name off the marquee as 
pie as combative and having some- well.
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E D U C A T I O N A L / H E A L T H  C A R E  
C A R E E R S  W O R K S H O P
The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation is currently 
seeking educators and health care workers to work ^  the California 
Men’s Colony in San Luis Obispo. Applications are being accepted for 
Senior Librarians in Education, and LVN’s, Physicians and Surgeons, 
Clinical Dieticians and Lab Assistants m Health Care.
For those interested, please contact Tammy Neotti, Institution 
Personnel Officer, at the California Men’s Colony. 1-805-547-7580. A 
hiring workshop for these positions will also be available on Saturday, 
December 9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Conference Center 
m Visalia.
If you are interested in attending the workshop, please 
call Nancy Martinez at 1-559-992*7100 ext. 5346 to 
RSVP for Senior Librarians, To RSVP for Health Care, 
call Aimee Yuki at 1-916-341-7007.
Those interested may also visit the CDCR website: 
http;/
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I think I just stepped into a punk show
D id I just go to a punk show’? I’m still not very sure. 1 mean there were 
detinitely people who would 
describe themselves as punk there. 
And 1 guess it makes some sense 
when someone explains it to you. 
But, still. A bunch of acoustic 
singer-songvvritery stuft and I’m 
standing with people patched-out, 
leathered-up and pierced?
Not that it truly matters in any 
way. In tact, it’s pretty nice to see 
any sort of “scene” open up its 
boundaries to just let all the cool
do-it-yourselfers in. Locals neato 
bandito and Carlos started the 
show otT at the newly opened 
Steynberg Gallery on Monterey 
Street. As usual, it’s great to see 
younger-age kids getting stoked 
and playing for people.
Watercolor Paintings and Rian 
James, both from Santa Barbara, 
followed. As per the usual, us 
audience members found ourselves 
part of a grow'ing inlatuation with 
Watercolor Paintings, the solo pro­
ject of Rebecca Redman. There’s 
plenty of reasons for it too. Harp.
Check. Ukulele. C’heck.
Absolutely adorable songs about 
bicycles and vegan din­
ners. Check. It was also 
her “CD release show,” 
which involved a stack of 
self-made CDs that each 
contained 80 songs. It’s 
just such an amazingly 
cute CD that the idea idea 
of not buying one 
becomes a near-impossi­
bility for the majority of 
us with weak hearts.
Shakey Bones followed 
with the big let-down of 
the night. I hope that I am 
thinking correctly and this 
guy was just super drunk 
because his performance, 
which involved being all over the 
place and barely understandable, 
was a rather torturous 45 minutes.
At this point, the main bands*hit 
the stage for what was one of the 
weirder scenes of the night. 
Captain Chaos plowed through a 
series of his songs which a majori­
ty of the high-school-aged kids 
there sung along to. In addition, 
though, he played two covers: one 
by the Mountain Goats and one by 
the Magnetic Fields. Both of these 
are major college radio artists and 
make music geeks like me squirm 
in my pants. But at the same time, 
we are at a “punk” show so nobody 
knows the words except for the 
light spattering of college students 
in the audience.
Paul Baribeau closed out the
I’d gotten his album a few 
before w’hen the Ghost
Shows like these seem to 
unite a lot o f the difierent 
strands o f the SLO scene 
as IVe said before, which is 
what a ot o f the musicaly 
obsessive love to see
which is what a lot of the musical­
ly, obsessive love to see. Most times 
when I try and sell peo- 
_ _ _  pie on going to shows 
they have specific inter­
ests. Like they only want 
to see hip-hop shows, or 
want something loud 
with a crazy, wild tempo. 
So, seeing a bunch of 
randomly different peo­
ple walking out loving 
the show is a super-big 
plus.
Graham Cuibcrtsoti is a 
journalism junior and [¡cn- 
cral manat’crfor KCPR.
Mice passed through playing a 
show and fell madly in love with it.
I can kind of understand why now 
too. Paul Baribeau was startlingly 
similar to most people I know. He 
dressed really simply with no 
forced style. He had a definite 
weird, slightly juvenile sense of 
humor. He was in love with K 
Records recording artist Mirah. 
And his songs are rather straight­
forward and emotional, but with a 
tinge of guilt about the whole 
thing. Like he thought we didn’t 
want to hear him whine and moan 
about an ex-girlfriend. But at the 
same time, he wanted to put it out 
there quickly and nakedly.
Shows like these seem to unite a 
lot of the different strands of the 
Sl.O scene as I’ve said before
Show tip:
It’s dead week so get your dance on at the Bump Bump atDowntown Brewing Co. tonight.$1 beers.No covers. Awesome KCPR DJs mixing some great funk.Are you sold on this yet?
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right to 
edit letters for grammar, profanities and 
length. Letters, commentaries and car­
toons do not represent the views o f the 
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 
f'ords. Letters should include the writer's 
ij ll name, phone number, major and class 
ftanding. Letters must come from a Cal 
^oly e-mail account. Do not send letters 
ts an attachment. Please send the text in 
^e body o f the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com 
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly. SLO, C A  93407
zorrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pride in 
Jublishing a daily newspaper for the Cal 
'oly campus and the neighbonng com­
munity. W e appreciate your readership 
ind are thankful for your careful reading, 
l^ease send your correction suggestions 
o m ustangda ily@ gm a il.com
lotices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
Jublic forum." Student editors have full 
luthority to make all content decisions 
without censorship or advance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per; however, the removal o f more than 
lone copy o f the paper per day is subject 
jto a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
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DATING COLUMN
’T is the season to be flying solo
^  ^  il?E.” This is the gen- 
^ ^ e r a l  sentiment sweep- 
W«.^ing campus at this 
time of the quarter, encapsulated in 
a single word, which, when 
expressed, is merely an audible 
release of all our distress and anxi­
eties into the brisk December air.
But, is this feeling of accumulat-
harsh world cannot touch us.
It’s this very affectation that 
makes some of you retch at 
romance when the holidays roll 
around.
I don’t blame you. Though, 
as a self-proclaimed severe 
romantic, 1 adore this “most 
wonderful time of the year,” I
ing heaviness merely due to the also experience a tinge of dis-
molasses-like crawl of finals week 
inching closer on the calendar? No; 
seeping in with the cold, there is 
that pervasive sense of vvistfulness, 
even melancholy, and an odd long­
ing that signals one thing:
The holidays are here.
What does that mean for rela­
tionships?
For starters, it means that for the 
next month, you will have to 
acquire your dating digest from a 
source other than your trusty 
Daily! (Tragic, I know.)
Beyond that, many experience a 
sense of repugnance during the 
holidays, directed at the very topic 
this column treats. Holiday vacation 
is supposed to be a cheerful time;
gust when every other com­
mercial is either for jewelry or 
some kitschy kitchen-bound 
mom taking cookies out of the 
oven, 1950s style.
Don’t fret. You can get 
through this holiday season 
without regurgitating all those 
red-and-green, iced-and-sprin- 
kled Christmas cookies from your 
baking-obsessed buddies.
We seem to be under the 
impression that our precious 
American society values the indi­
vidual above all else. If this is the 
case, why the, are we so hung up on 
this single-attached dichotomy? 
Why, in this supposedly modern
and free-thinking culture of ours, 
but instead of eyes glistening with are we compelled, almost forced, 
seasonally-inspired happiness, eye- into or toward romantic relation- 
balls roll at dis­
gusting displays
of the inherent — —— —
romance of the 
colder months.
Here is my 
line of reason­
ing: that w'hich is 
cold sends us 
in s t in c t iv e ly  
searching for 
warmth. When 
it’s cold out, we 
wrap ourselves 
in sweaters, 
scarves, and 
coats; we warm
Things like je'welry and 
cookie commercials, combined with 
well-intentioned inquiries fix)m well- 
meaning relatives at obligatory family 
gatherings during emotionally-laden 
times like the holidays, make us feel as 
though we should be in a relationship.
ourselves fnmi the inside-out vvitli 
coty hot drinks; we retreat indoors 
to where the cold, harsh world can­
not touch us.
With the cold of the holiday sea­
son, it isn’t simply physical warmth
ships, whether we are ready for 
them or not?
Because things like jewelry and 
cookie commercials, combined 
with well-intentioned inquiries 
from well-meaning relatives at
we seek. We want to wrap ourselves obligatory family gatherings during 
in the company and protection of emotionally-laden times like the 
loved ones; we want to warm our- holidays, make us feel as though we 
selves fixmi the inside-out with should be in a relationship, 
shared laughter and joy; and we Please don’t mistake me. O f all 
retreat indoors to places we love, people, I will be the first to tell you 
places we are safe, where the cold, how much 1 value romantic rela-
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
S u p p o rt P o ly ’s ren ew ab le  
e n e rg y  in itia tives
I am writing to inform our 
campus and larger community of 
tlie impressive steps that (Til Poly 
has taken to be the Countys lead 
producer of renewable energy. This 
past summer, a 135kW army of 
solar photovoltaic energy panels 
were installed on the roof of 
Engineering West. It was designed 
to provide Cal Poly with clean, 
reliable energy for the next 20 
years. This is a great first step in
reducing (?al Polys dependence on 
fossil fuels.
I would like to encourage the 
entire community, students specifi­
cally, to come show your support 
for our university to undertake 
more projects that are similar in 
nature. We sure have enough roofs 
for it. This coming Thursday, at 11 
a.m. (UU Hour),ASI and the 
Empower Poly Sustainability 
('oalition liave been iin ited to 
speak at the ribbon cutting event 
for the renewable energy system.
Our President Wirren Baker, 
along with ASI President Todd 
Maki, .ind past ASI President Tylor 
Middlestadt, will speak about the 
importance of Cal Poly taking a 
very active role in implementing 
renewable technologies on our 
campus. Please show your support
tionships. When it comes down to 
it, I believe human relationships are 
the most important aspect of life 
altogether.
However, there is something else 
that is fundamentally important to 
the very quality of our existence, 
and primary to relationships them­
selves.
I am referring to self-worth: the 
value that lies in us as individual 
human beings.
This isn’t a hippie self-love thing 
or a cushy boost to your 
ego. The psychology 
world uses the term 
“global self esteem”: an 
overall positive sense of 
worth that comes solely 
from within our individ­
ual selves, from just being 
who we are, in and of 
ourselves. While it is cer­
tainly affected by outside 
forces (like real-world 
accomplishments or rela­
tionships with others), 
this self-worth does not 
come from them; it 
comes from feeling 
intrinsically positive about oneself.
This means that our worth does 
not come from whether we are sin­
gle or attached. Thus, our feelings 
about ourselves should not be 
based on our relationship status. 
“Learning to love yourselP’ sounds 
like some hackneyed title straight 
out of a bookstore’s self-help sec­
tion; but there’s something to the 
phrase, if you’re willing to look past 
the giant,'shamelessly self-promot­
ing picture of the psychologist-
on Dexter Lawn, this Thursday.
Mike Marcus
City and rej^ ional planning senior
C a m p u s fo o d  n o  m a tch  
fo r  h o m e  c o o k in g
As freshmen with no car, we are 
forced to eat the selection of foods 
that the campus provides.
Although we are capable of going 
downtown to find better quality 
food, time is definitely a fictor. 
Many students have conflict with 
their class hours and restaurant 
hours. Ar’ students supposed to 
starve themselves in that situation 
as it occurs every week? Barents 
also have concerns regarding their 
child’s health m college, especially 
when no parent is around to 
monitor a balance of the healthy 
meal.
author on the book jacket.
Before you can bring all of your­
self into a relationship, it’s probably 
beneficial that you actually like 
what you’re bringing to the table. 
There’s a perception that a relation­
ship is this magical thing that 
appears and exists only in the 
metaphorical space between two 
people. While this is partially true 
— “the whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts” — a relationship is 
always the pairing of two separate, 
distinct individuals, who are worth 
just as much, or even more, than 
just who they are in the relation­
ship.
While relationships can certainly 
define part of who you are, they 
should not dictate who you are. 
Healthy relationships are those in 
which both parties can be both 
autonomous and complementary, 
and the value of the relationship 
shared between the two is a prod­
uct of the value of each individual 
standing on his or her own feet.
Gentle readers and friends, con­
grats on getting thmiigh another 
quarter in one piece; yon did it. 
Take a pleasant sentiment or two 
along with you as you head into 
finals and a nice, toasty, long winter 
break. I wish you homemade cook­
ies and tR*es aglow, cozy hot drinks 
and maybe some snow; but above 
all, even more than a toy, you 
deserve this wish: I wish you joy.
Sarah Carltonel is an English and 
psychology Junior and Mustang Daily 
dating columnist.
The campus could at least 
extend restaurant hours on week­
ends and weeknights for student’s 
who have absolutely nothing to 
eat and nothing to choose fmm. A 
students health should be taken 
more seriously, rather than serving 
them any sort of food just to fill 
up their stomachs.
Regardless of the quality of the 
food at Cal Boly, students should 
he able to find a restaurant to eat 
at any reasonable time. Students 
surter the lack of good food for 
the entire year except during holi­
day breaks, when students can 
finally get their hands on quality 
home food they’ve been deprived 
of.
Sharon Chiu
Cl I ’il engineering fresltntan
10
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Poly women’s swimming 
and diving team takes third
Junior Stacey Sorensen won 
the 50-yard freestyle for the 
Mustangs, who were third 
among four teams at the Cal 
Poly Invitational.
M’< 'R IS  IM i IRMAI 1 0 \  Rl I'ORI
I ho ( '.il Polv woinon's sw imming 
and diving team tinishod tho final d.iy 
of oompotition Saturday at tlio C'al 
Polv Imitational.
1 ho Mustangs oarnod a win 
against San Diogo (124-1 Ih). hut 
woro dofoatod by Novada (P^l-.SI) 
and Ltiyola Marymouiit (l.S4-S.^).
Junior Staooy Soronsoii s first plaoo 
finish in tho ,S0-vard froostylo (24.IS 
st'oonds) holpod tho Mustangs otlgo
tho Tororos in what provod to ho a 
oloso oompotition. I'ho two toanis 
woro nook and nook nuist ot tho day 
aiul had to wait for diving rosults —  
v\ hioh woro liokl otf-sito —  to dotor- 
niino a winnor.
Sonior MoKonna Long rovordod 
hor higho'st marks all soason in both 
tho 1- and 3-niotor di\ing o-wiits. 
Long oarnod a sooro oi 2d 1.37 in tho 
1-motor and a 22.3.dd in tho 3-niotor. 
Sho pLiooti fourth in both ovonts.
Soplionioro Alyssa Rogors also 
swam hor soason-bost in tho Idd-yard 
broaststroko, plaoing fourth with a 
tinio ot 1 :dd.03.
Tho Mustangs will roturn to 
aotion whon thoy travol to Ckil 
Baptist in Kivorsido to faoo Soattlo at 
11 a.m. 1 )oo. U).
Spurs crush \Chrriors, 129-89
Stm Antonio shot .521 from 
the field and had eight players 
score in double figures.
A.SSO« lAirn I'Khss
Bront Harry scored IS points as 
ihc Spurs rtrutod the Ciolden State 
Warriors 12d-Sd on Monday.
Heno Udrih scored a season-high 
lb points for San Antonio, whose 
bench accounted for 75 points.
Tmi Duncan had 15 points and 
eight rebounds, and Michael Finley 
and Tony Parker each added 14 
points.
The Spurs outrebounded the 
Warrmrs 51-34.
Anthony Roberson, who had 
sprained his left thumb Saturday 
against the Milwaukee Bucks, scored 
21 ti>r Golden State. He was followed 
by Mike l)unle.ivy and Monta Ellis, 
with 12 and 11, a'spoctively.
After leading by as much as 2< > in 
du‘ ftrst, the Spurs took a 16-point 
cushnin into the second period.
Manu Ginobili, who missed the
last four games with a lower back 
contusion, came in oft' the bench 
with under three minutes left in the 
first. He quickly pawed that he’s feel­
ing much better.
Within 40 seconds he had two 
assists to Francisco Elson, then anoth­
er to Udrih with a minute to go in 
the first.
Golden State never had the lead. 
The Spurs took a 14 point advantage 
into the second half.
The Warriors couldn’t catch San 
Antonio in the third as the Spurs 
ste.idily extended their margin. The 
Spurs took a ‘>3-61 lead into the final 
period. Bruce Ikrwen and Robert 
Horry each had a 3-pointer, and 
Ginobili added two assists and four 
points in just over three minutes of 
action.
By the fourth quarter Spurs coach 
Gregg Popovich and Warriors coach 
Don Nelson had pulled most of their 
starters.
That gave Beno Udrih more time 
on the floor as a backup to Parker. 
Fie played 24 minutes.
Hockey
cmmtinufdfrom page 12 
^ o u t  15 to 20 percent of its bud­
get from the Sport Cdub C'ouncil, 
and the rest is accomplished by 
fundniising and member dues.
Tournament attendance is com­
prised mostly of C'al Poly alumni 
living in the areas they compete.
A ttention Cal Poly Clubs:
c liB c ic  o u t
orcaN 541.5111 f(K detoUt and attormadon
QS?3@ae?537@Z!!fl
Located on CapItoMo in SLO Map onttnc
where they play four teams.
“1 just love the game,” said 
Moyer, who has been playing since 
age ‘>.
Moyer said that most members 
play for fun and have experience 
with ice hockey as well.
To learn more about the team 
and upcoming tournaments, visit 
WWW. wc h rl. com.
PATRICK TRAUTFIELD MUSTANC DAILY
This record crowd for a home volleyball match of 2,965 saw Cal Poly beat Michigan 3-1 in the first round 
of the NCAA Tournament on Friday night in Mott Gym. That mark was then eclipsed Saturday when 3,032 
saw Cal hand Cal Poly a season-ending 3-1 loss.
Wild Pitch
continued from page 12
Long before the tournament, 
way back on C')ct. 14, C'al Poly 
drew its biggest home volleyball 
crowd in 17 years — 2,46ft — to 
see the Mustangs sweep rival UC! 
Santa Barbara.
It can now ofticially be said that 
volleyball is the hottest ticket to 
Mott Gym on campus.
The volleyball team’s .iverage 
home attendance of 1,611 is more
than current season averages for 
men’s basketball (1,30‘>) and 
women’s basketball (2ft5).
As a matter of fact, in women’s 
volleyball, 17th-ranked C'al Poly 
averaged more fans per home 
match this season (1,611) than No. 
4 UC:LA (1,355) and No. 6 USC: 
(1,06ft).
All this coming on the heels of a 
football season that saw four of the 
top 24 home crowds in the ‘>l-year 
history of that program. At home 
football games this season, the 
Mustangs had their third-largest
(9,042), seventh-largest (ft,435), 
15th-largest (ft, 16ft) and 24th- 
largest (7,ft67) home crowds ever.
And the crowds at home foot­
ball games will likely continue to 
grow now that renovations to Alex 
G. Spanos Stadium are finally com­
plete. It now seats roughly 11,775, 
which if filled to capacity would 
shatter the record of 9,3ft7, set in 
2004 against UC' Davis.
So ride high, you Mustang 
Maniacs.
This fall, you sang your own 
fight song.
Volleyball
continued from page 12
The Mustangs will not have to 
get acquainted with each other 
much next season.
C!al Poly returns six starters, 
including sophomore outside hit­
ter Kylie Atherstone, the Big West 
C'o-Player of the Year who aver­
aged 4.56 kills per game this sea­
son.
Second on the team’s kills-per- 
game list this season was another 
sophomore outside hitter, Alicia 
Waller (3.7‘>).
Third?
Ashleigh Bertoni (2.11), a fresh­
man outside hitter.
C')ther returnees include starting 
junior setter C'helsea Hayes (12.69 
assists per game), starting junior 
libero Kristin Jackson (5.06 digs 
per game) and starting sophomore 
middle blocker Jaclyn FloustonRpe
(1.5 blocks per game).
“ Because we’re returning so 
many people, so many people 
know what we are all going 
through,” Atherstone said of the 
tournament loss. “This feeling that 
I have right now, everyone is feel­
ing it. We just can't wait. I want to 
start lifting and getting ready for 
spring.”
On top of all the returning tal­
ent, some newcomers to the lineup 
might challenge for playing time, 
and not all of them will be fresh­
men.
Gabrielle Rivera, a 6-foot-3 
outside hitter who transferred 
from Florida State, will be coming 
otT a sophomore season in which 
she redshirted. Rivera, who com­
peted with the Puerto Rican 
Junior National team in 2003 and 
2005, started 12 of 23 matches for 
the Seminóles in 2005.
Additionally, C'al Poly’s recruit-
ing class includes 6-1 San Luis 
Obispo High senior middle block­
er Ashley Adams, who led the 17- 
10 Tigers with 17.5 kills per match 
this season. She is ranked the 36th- 
best high school senior in the 
nation by PrepVolleyball.com.
The Mustangs also signed 6-fooi 
middle blocker Dominique 
Olowolafe of East Lansing, Mich., 
who is 39th on the same list.
In all, the Mustangs return 14 
players who were either on the 
active roster or redshirted this sea­
son and have three true freshmen 
on the way.
All this coming off the pro­
gram’s most wins in a season since 
going 31-ft in l ‘>ft5.
Cal Poly won 16 of its last 1ft i 
matches this sea.son.
“This is how you build a pro­
gram into a national champion,” 
Stevenson said. “You have to take 
steps.”
I
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' Harris, 6-17 in  only 2 seasons, fired as Stanford football head coach
The Cardinal went l- l  1 this season,
, its worst record since going 0-10 in
1960.
Josh Dubow
ASSlH IA It l )  I'kKSS
Stanford opened the football sea­
son full of optimism based on a ren­
ovated stadium, an otTense that 
returned nearly intact and progress 
that was made in Walt Harris’ first 
year as head coach.
That quickly ended when the sta­
dium was often half-empty, the skill 
players went down with injuries and 
the Cardinal finished with their worst 
record in more than four decades.
All of that played into the decision 
Monday to fire Harris after his sec­
ond season and begin the search for a 
new coach who can win under the 
difFicult circumstances at Stanford.
“This has been a tough year,” ath­
letic director Bob Bowlsby said. “In 
some measure this decision was not 
made as a result of being 1-11 as 
much as it was a result of not seeing
the progress in some of the critical 
areas we would have hoped for after 
two years.”
Harris finished his two-year stint 
with a 6-17 record after losing 26-17 
in the Big Game to California on 
Saturday. He had the shortest tenure 
of any Stanford coach since Rod 
Dowhow'er left after one season in 
1979 with a 5-5-1 record.
The Cardinal finished with the 
most losses in school history and the 
worst record since an 0-10 mark in 
196(1.
Cros.sword Edited by Will Shortz No. 1024
ACROSS
1 Proofer's mark 
5 Hinged fastener 
9 “Fiddlesticks!”
14 In person
15 Gen. Bradley
16 Get m touch 
with
17 Flooring 
measure
18 Like some pizza 
orders
19 Skylit lobbies
20 Desktop 
container
23 Banned 
insecticide
24 Place to 
rehearse
25 Wine bottle 
datum
27 Get-up-and-go
28 Take step one
32 Army one- 
striper: Abbr
35 Trash receptacle
37 Dairy case buy
38 Belgrade native
40 Subject of a 
cigarette rating
41 Think ahead
42 Ocular woe
43 Fast-food 
dispenser items
46 Norm: Abbr,
47 Exhaust tube
49 Small battery 
size
51 It may be filed
52 Premier 
Khrushchev
55 Unit of work 
57 Software flaw 
61 Mustard choice
63 Sites for studs
64 Bit of dust
65 Pong maker
66 What’s more
67 In a bit. to bards
68 Mandrake's 
forte
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New driver, 
typically
Hatchling’s
home
DOWN
Prelude to a 
duel
Runs out of 
steam
Media attraction
It sits in a 
saucer
Nickname on 
“M‘A‘S*H"
Oil company 
that merged 
with BP
It’s a long story 
Cowherd’s tool 
Bedtime appeal 
Good to go
Crusty bakery 
buys
Battery fluid 
“Come again?"
Think tank 
nugget
Cannon of 
Hollywood
On the peak of 
Close call
The O’Hara 
estate
Heroic deed
Sweet on, with 
"or
Low-key "Hey!"
Cheese in 
salads
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Puzzle by Gail Grabowtki
36 Letters before 
7/www
39 Composer 
Bartók
43 Feed holder
44 Serves at a 
restaurant
45 Sushi go-with 
48 Ant attractor
50 Barnstormer, 
eg
52 Clara Barton, 
for one
53 Steakhouse 
selection
54 Ends of 20- and 
57-Across and 
11- and 
34-Down
55 Cheese in a 
ball
56 Meter maid of 
song
58 Spam, e g
59 Hardly tanned
60 Mannerly sort
62"...__ quit'"
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Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nylimes com/crosswords (S34 95 a year)
Share tips, nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords
Stanford has struggled mightily 
since Tyrone Willinghani left for 
Notre Dame following the 2(>(H sea­
son. They have not had a winning 
season in five years under Buddy 
Teevens and Harris, going just 16-40.
Bowlsby admitted it might not be 
“fair” to fire Harris after onlv two 
seasons but that he had to do what 
was best for the school.
“1 think the most critical assess­
ment 1 had to make was does invest­
ing another year present the likely 
possibility of making substantial 
improvement,” he said. “If 1 couldn’t 
answer that afFirmatively, which 1 
ultimately didn’t, 1 felt it w'as better to 
make the change now than wait 
more time.”
Harris was a disciplinarian who 
clashed with some players, including 
linebacker Michael Okwo, who 
briefly quit the team in November. 
Players complained of a communica­
tion gap with the coaching staff.
“It was maybe just a bad fit,” 
receiver Mark Bradford said. “Maybe 
we didii’t respond to the way that was 
his style of coaching. His style of 
coaching probably would have 
\Mirked in a lot of other places. It did­
n’t w’ork here.”
Harris declined to comment 
before leaving campus Monday, but 
did thank the school in a statement 
for the opportunity to come back to 
his native Bay Area.
“ILegretfully, I leave with a heavy 
heart, because w-e didn’t get the job 
done,” Harris said. “ I wish the 
Stanford players and the program the 
best of luck as they rebuild.”
Injuries on offense were a major
S u |d o |k U
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factor this season. Bradford went 
down for the year with a foot injury 
in the second week. Fellow starting 
receiver Evan Moore missed four 
games, quarterback Trent Edwards 
missed the final five games, and start­
ing fullback Nick Frank ended his 
football career two games into the 
season after being diagnosed with a 
narrowing of a vertebra in his spine.
The offense never really got on 
track, finishing second-to-last in the 
nation in total offense and scoring 
offense, and scoring two offensive 
touchdowns in a game only twice all 
season.
“1 think the injuries had a snow­
ball effect,” quarterback T.Ci. 
Ostrander said. “They say winning 
cures everything. Had we won more, 
some of this obviously might not 
have happened. Possibly certain guys 
on the team felt a lot of distance 
between themselves and the coach­
ing staff. That might have been an 
issue.”
Bowlsby acknowledged that win­
ning at Stanford is difficult of the 
limits on recruiting at a school with 
such high academic standards. But he 
said the ('ardin,il should be capable 
of anything and said he’d look for a 
“relentless recruiter” who will 
embrace what Stanford has to offer,
Bowlsby said he hoped tt> h.ive a 
new' coach in place in two weeks. 
This IS a critical time with the 
recruiting season heating up with 
campus visits this weekend. Bowlsby 
said he would personally contact any 
recruit who has committed to 
Stanford or been offered a scholar­
ship.
I've had Better 
Dayz... on 
mustangdaily.net
•  Start your day 
off right.
Plug in.
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
Research Candidates
CMRG is actively looking for 
Research Candidates to 
participate in a clinical research 
study. If you have chronic lower 
back pain for at least 3 months, 
you may qualify to participate. 
Participants must be at least 18 
years of age and require use of 
anelgesics (i.e. aspirin or non 
steroidal anti-inflammatory) at 
least 4 times a week. Qualified 
participants will receive study- 
related medication, exams and lab 
tests. Please call Coastal Medical 
Research Group at 805-549-7570 
for more information.
Time and travel may be 
reimbursed for qualified people.
Modeling Opportunities at 
davidschoen.com in Art, Beauty, 
and Magazine Print Projects, 
e-mail david@davidschoen.com 
or call (805) 471-0875
HELP WANTED
Research Candidates
CMRG is actively looking for 
Research Candidates to 
participate in a clinical trial. If you 
are 18 years or older, diagnosed 
with a Sinusitis Infection and have 
had symptoms longer than 7 days 
and less than 28 days with two 
of the following: Facial Pain, 
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal 
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain, 
or Fever, you may qualify for this 
clinical research study. Please call 
Coastal Medical Research Group 
at 805-549-7570 
for more information.
Time and travel may be 
reimbursed for qualified patients.
San Luis Arco AmPm looking for 
bright, friendly, reliable CSR's!
Close to campus, 
flexible schedules! 784-0700
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS
HELP WANTED
Internship open to Cal Poly 
students interested in working 
with the CygNet Software 
documentation and engineering 
teams. Responsibilities: Providing 
documentation for theCygNet 
ActiveX and COM scripting API, 
including Visual Basic coding 
examples to demonstrate API 
utilization. Qualifications:
- CSC/CPE 205 
- ENGL 149
- Strong oral and written 
communication skills 
- Good understanding of MS 
operating systems.
Send resume to: 
Annette@CygNetSCADA.com.
Classified Ads Website
Now ads will be on the 
Mustang Daily and online! 
www.mustangdaily.net
Want to get the word out about 
your club, fraternity, or sorority? 
classifieds@mustangdaily.net
HELP WANTED
Research Candidates
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. is conducting a clinical 
research trial for participants with 
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years 
of age or older? Do you have 
vaginal itching, burning or 
irritation? You may qualify to 
participate in this research study. 
Qualified participants will receive 
study related medical exams, 
investigational medication and 
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information: 
Coastal Medical Research Group, 
Inc. 805-549-7570
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
RENTAL HOUSING
Room Available - Luxury House 
Room available in two story house 
- 581 Stoneridge Rd. SLO $650/ 
mo. pets OK (805) 624-5177
HOMES FOR SALE
5 Bdrm house for sale -t- 2.5 
acres... includes BARN & Corral 
& Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly. 
$689,000 (805) 441-6908
2 - 4 BEDROOM HOMES.
NEW & OCEAN VIEW. 
365K - 625K. Agent/ APS 
Brenda (805) 801-6694
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO. 
Call Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
LOST AND FOUND
REWARD: Lost Tl 89 Calculator 
Call Joe at (805) 234 3934
Lost and Found ads are FREE
t» V» ••
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All but one starter returns for
Poly \oUeyball team in 2007
In addition to losing just two 
seniors on their 16-player roster, 
the Mustangs have perhaps the 
best crop o f incoming freshmen 
recruits in program history on 
the way for next season.
Tristan Aird
MUSIANC DAILY
Though its historic season ulti­
mately ended with a disappointing 
3-1 home loss Saturday night to 
Cal in the second round of the 
NC].A.  ^ Tournament, the ('al Poly 
volleyball program feels like it has 
plenty to look forward to.
And with all but one starter 
returning and perhaps the strongest 
influx of talent m program history 
on the way for next season, who 
can blame the Mustangs for feeling 
that way?
“1 see a very bright future for 
this program,” said outside hitter 
C'andace Milton, the lone graduat­
ing starter for Cial Poly. “1 have a 
lot of confidence and faith in the 
remaining teammates. Everyone 
here is amazing. Cal Poly is only 
going to go up from now on.”
The Mustangs have already 
made a meteoric rise to national 
prominence.
After a .S-24 season in 2(104, 
Steve Schlick resigned as head 
coach and Jon Stevenson was 
brought m with a growing reputa­
tion for rebuilding programs.
While at the helm of Sonoma 
State from 2000-01, Stevenson 
brought the Seawolves front 6-20 
to 22-11. Stevenson then moved 
on to St. Marys, which from 2002- 
04 he molded from a five-win 
team into a team that reached the 
round of 16 in the NCAA 
Tournament.
Now the same turnaround is
■ ■ T
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happening at ('al Poly, which was 
10-6 overall and third at 10-4 in 
the Hig West ('onference last year.
(\il Poly finished 23-6 and 13-1 
in conference this season and fell 
Monday from No. 14 to 17 in the 
American Volleyball C'oaches
10S4.
Much of the revival of the vtil- 
leyball program can be credited to 
Stevenson’s unique approach. The 
Mustangs emulate the men’s 
Brazilian National team on offense 
and the men’s U.S. National team
Association/(College Sports TV on defense.
poll. This season saw the Mustangs “ It’s been amazing to see what 
reach the NC'AA Tournament for the program is capable of under 
the first time since 2002, win a new guidance,” Milton said. ‘T in 
tournament match for the first just glad to have been a part of it. 
time since 2000, enter a national Jon’s been huge. He brought a 
ranking for the first time since winning attitude fnim the begin- 
1990, host a sub-regional for the ning. He pretty much guaranteed a 
first time since 1989 and win their winning season to start off with 
first outright conference title since and that’s why we really liked him
Mustang roller hockey dub 
team rolls toward postseason
Cal Poly has climbed to a No. 2 
national ranking.
Liza Manion
MUSIANC, DAIIY
('al Poly’s roller hockey club 
team is ranked second in Division 
1 this season and will likely go on 
to regional and national champi­
onships, senior Mike Albo, a team 
member, said.
Lhe team competes in tourna­
ments every weekend against vari­
ous (iSUs and comiiumity col­
leges, traveling throughout the 
state to places like Davis, San jose 
and Los Angeles.
“ It’s a break from school, keeps 
my mind from going crazy,” Albo 
said.
There are currently 36 members 
and practice takes place at the
Central (h>ast Sports Arena in 
Santa Maria every week because 
(ial Poly lacks the necessary facili­
ties.
“ It would be nice (to have facil­
ities) but that kind of got shot 
down when one of the referen- 
diims didn’t pass,” said Patrick 
Moyer, vice president of the team.
The referendum to have a more 
expansive Kec (T-nter where the 
roller hockey team would be able 
to practice was voted against a few 
years ago.
“It’s a hassle, but we carpool,” 
Albo said.
U(? Santa liarbara is the only 
school on the West (^oast with its 
own hockey rink on-campus, 
where (^il Poly also competes in 
tournaments.
The club team is only allotted 
see Hockey, page 10
Poly wrestling team 
finishes 15th in V ^ as
The Mustang.s were led by 
133-pound senior Darrell 
Vasquez, who won all four o f  
his matches.
SI’O k IS  INIOKMAIION K I l ’OKI
The Cal Poly wrestling team 
moved up two places from Friday 
m total team points to finish the 
25th Annual (4iff Keen Invitational 
in l as Vegas in 15th place Saturday 
with 49 total points at the Star of 
the Desert Arena in Priinm, Nev.
C.al Poly seniors Darrell Vasquez 
and Dave Roberts led the 
Mustangs by finishing third and 
fourth, respectively.
('.al Poly finished behind Pac-Kl 
teams U (' Davis and Oregon State 
but finished ahead of Arizona State.
(^al State Fullerton. Boise State, and 
(^il State Bakersfield in the final 
team standings.
Vasquez had four matches, 
which all resulted in victories. T he 
133-pouiul senior defeated (iory 
Van Bauer of Wyoming 9-3 and in 
the consolation semifinals earned a 
5-3 decision over Buffalo’s Mark 
Budd. In the match for third place. 
Vasquez defeated Missouri’s Tyler 
Mc(iormick, 10-5.
Roberts placed fourth in the 
141-pound bracket. Roberts' first 
match of the day was against last 
year’s Pac-lO Tournament 141- 
pound champion. U('. Davis’ 
1 )erek Moore.
('al Poly returns home Dec. 9 
for a dual meet against No. 3 
Oklahoma.
PATRICK TRAUTFIEI.D Ml'STANi. DAIIV
Among Cal Poly’s six returning starters are junior setter Chelsea Hayes (13), sophomore middle hlocker 
Jaclyn Houston (II) and freshman outside hitter Ashleigh Bertoni (10), who are shown in a 3-1 home win 
over Michigan in the first round of the NCAA Tournament on Friday night in Mott Gym.
and appreciated his outlook on the 
game. 1 had high expectations and 
high hopes and he definitely deliv­
ered.”
For his part, Stevenson hopes 
the Mustangs’ breakthrough season 
bodes well for next year.
“This is new. uncharted waters,” 
Stevenson said of the tournament. 
“Sometimes you have to go there 
and get a sense for what it’s like. 
The next time it’s something that 
we’re going to take and run with as 
opposed to taking it all in and say­
ing,‘wow, this is really great.’We’ll 
make it great.”
sec Volleyball, page 10
Ride high, 
you Mustang 
Maniacs
Tristan Aird
MUSIANU DAIIY
After his team defeated ('al Poly 3-1 Saturday night to advance to the 
round of 16 in the N('AA 
Tournament, ('al volleyball head 
coach Rich Feller was asked at a 
press conference what his impres­
sions were of ('al Poly.
Without hesitation. Feller 
replied. “ Fantastic fans. (îreat 
crowd.”
He continued about how the 
Mustangs have “some great 
weapons, a great system going,” 
but his first thought being about 
(!al Poly’s fan base speaks vol­
umes.
After Cal Polv set home
attendance records for volleyball 
on consecutive nights over the 
weekend.
A near-sellout crowd of 2,965 
came to watch the Mustangs elim­
inate Michigan 3-1 Friday m the 
first round of the N('AA 
Tournament.
That mark was eclipsed by a 
sellout crowd of 3,032 who saw 
('al Poly’s landmark season end 
Saturday night with a 3-1 second- 
round loss to ('al.
Among the Mustang Maniacs 
in attendance Saturday night was a 
group of men wearing green and 
gold paint on their faces and 
chests — the paint on their chests 
spelling out, “(i-0 -P -()-L -Y -!” 
They held cardboard signs that 
read, “Killah Ky #5” and “Waller 
is a Bailer,” in reference to (\il 
Poly’s duo of sophomore outside 
hitters, Kylie Atherstone and 
Alicia Waller.
To the right of this mosh pit 
was the Mustang Marching Band, 
w hose own face-painted members 
made their presence felt with 
every point.
Some might think the record­
setting home crowds for volleyball 
had more to do with the N('AA 
rournament being in town than 
anything else.
Here’s why they are wrong;
(')ii the season, (^il Poly aver­
aged 1,611 fans in l(> home 
matches, ('ompare that to averages 
oft) 12 fans in I 1 home contests m 
2(M)5 and 3(>6 fans in 12 home 
dates in 2(104.
see Wild Pitch, page 10
